
PUBLIC LETTER TO CHIEF JUSTICE O'DONNELL

26 October 2021

 

Dear Chief Justice O'Donnell

Ref. Setting Criminal Precedents Many decades ago, in 1924, my Grandfather refused to
issue your private registered company a Sovereign Licence. He explained his concerns that
a private company with judges appointed by corrupt TDs to promote TDs interests, was a
flaw.

In much the same tradition, I wrote to former Chief Justice Clarke to remind him that the
Attorney General confirmed in June 2021 that your company, Bar Association Courts
Service, has had NO license since 1924, it is a VOLUNTARY Court.

I also brought to his attention that he had, it seems, allowed judges to set UNLAWFUL
precedents, and knowingly concealed public information, and neglected public duty which,
under the 1990 Act, carries Life Imprisonment.

I understand, from public information, that he allowed the new precedent that people can
ignore a summons to CCJ Court, etc, as books report judges McGrath, Daly, Birmingham,
and yourself, have outstanding summonses.

I understand public knowledge states an application was made to the Justice Minister for a
vote in the Dail, to impeach yourself, O'Donnell, on grounds of engaging;n demonstrable
criminal conduct, per Article 35.4 of the Constitution. Many times I have, as a concerned
MAN, written to the former Chief Justice about the new Precedent set by Judge Roberts of
Bandon District Court, in which he made a public Declaration that ALL courts refuse Statute
law.

Public records, newspapers like the Irish Examiner, have confirmed that the private
company, Courts Service, is using employees of a security firm it owns, called Garda, to
assist courts in Criminal fraud, breaking 31A Regulations.

Like Courts Service, the security firm owned by the Bar Association registered to Dun and
Bradstreet 89000534, has NO jurisdiction over MAN or WOMAN if NO physical assault on
MAN or WOMAN.

This Dun and Bradstreet company, with profits of 709.02 million euro, was used to assault a
Granny, and UNLAWFULLY detain and prosecute her for her desire to comply with Section
296, of 31A covid regulations.

As it was a matter of public concern, I brought the case to the attention of the former  Chief
Justice, as I have signed a letter from President Higgins stating it is the civic duty of the
public to object to crime.



I sent many registered letters about this collusion by DPP, Courts Service, police, and media
to set a new precedent that law can be invented by judges, to gain financial benefits for civil
companies.

remind you of a sample of other legal matters raised with the former Chief Justice on 24th
May 2021, 24th March, 12th and 30th May, 1st September 2021, and many others. His
response was to take early retirement.

On February 12th, 2021, a Granny was attacked in Dunnes Stores by Manager Gary
Emerson, as described by media and newspapers. Judge Roberts and police stated her
crime was to insist on Section 296 of 31A Regulations.

In court, police confirmed that despite NO jurisdiction, they went to the shop to subcontract
as employees, to force wishes of Manager, NOT Dunnes policy, which is to comply with 31A
Regulations, Section 296.

Instead of arresting the Manager for causing Fear and Apprehension to Granny, which under
Section 12 of the Criminal Law Act 1976, carries a 5-year jail term, and 10,000 euros fine
under the Equality Act 2010, they assaulted and arrested Granny.

In Bandon court, Judge Roberts jailed and fined Granny for COMPLYING with Section 296
of 31A, which clearly states if feeling Stressed, she must NOT wear a mask. The Judge
BROKE Section 296 of 31A Regulations, not the Granny.

In the same case, the Judge appointed solicitor Plunkett, whom it seems was further
taxpayers fraud, as his actions appeared to misrepresent, NOT represent, according to
newspaper accounts.

Judge Roberts also set a new precedent in INVENTING New Statute law, as Dail made NO
such law. The judge jailed Granny for SMILING, in addition to the crime of protecting her
health by NOT wearing a mask.

Judge Roberts also set a new precedent as follows: he sent Granny to jail For NOT agreeing
to break Section 296 of 31A Regulations, which Inspector Callaghan insisted she MUST
BREAK. Police, not Dail, make the law he implies.

Solicitor Plunkett was REQUIRED by law, IF representing Granny, to ask the Judge to READ
Section 296 of 31A which states Granny must NOT wear a mask if STRESS, and the
Equality Act 2010. He supported the Judge.

Solicitor also SHOULD have stated that CERTIFIED HSE Records Management documents
C848 state NO proof masks work and C849 proof masks are dangerous, instead, he went
against HSE stated position and supported jail for smiling.

The same solicitor should have stated Rule 6 of the Constitutional Declaration QTC1, 2016,
members of the public are NOT obliged to comply with UNLAWFUL, unconstitutional, or
criminal directions from Garda or Court judiciary.



Also Rule 5, if ANY Judge DELIBERATELY breaks Law, Constitution, Oath or Statute Law
while in Court Room, such as the 1976 Act, then such HEARING or ANY decision is VOID
and INVALID, including ANY future hearings.

Rule 4, if any person in the pay OF the STATE commits a CRIMINAL offense, they are
SUBJECT to justice in OUR courts, the same way as the taxpaying public. Judge, police,
and solicitor admitted crimes in court.

Rule 1, Irish judges ARE SUBJECT to the Law and the Constitution. Judge Roberts
DECLARED in court that ANYONE attending Courts must NOT obey Statute Law, Section
296 of 31A, and are NOT allowed to smile.

In Court, he also declared that he HAS the power to, and indeed ordered, that .3ranny must
NOT attend shops, churches, etc, unless she agrees to ignore Section 296 of 31A and HSE
medical advice, and not smile. He had NO jurisdiction.

Public records confirm that as part of the media, FEAR story, Judge Roberts allowed the
Rules of Court reporting to be broken. He allowed the Irish Examiner to print misinformation
to create FEAR and PRETEND law.

HE also allowed newspapers to print the home address of _this Victim of Police and Court
crime to REMOVE LAWFUL PROTECTIONS of Section 296, allowing her to be intimidated
at home by the public, guilty without trial.

In a civilized society, it is the DUTY of MAN or WOMAN to report these DANGEROUS,
UNLAWFUL Precedents set by Judge Roberts, with NO LAWFUL authority to do so. A
Judge APPLIES law NOT to make personal law. I REQUIRED former Chief Justice to
impeach Judge and issue Public Statement to repair damage by Judge, to confirm Statute,
Constitution and EU law is of applies, NOT personal law.

Former Chief Justice failed to prevent the latest chapter of media propaganda to assist
Fraud fines and FEAR by companies owned by Judges, NOT public, as police employees of
court BANNED the public.

In the latest chapter, the same solicitor, Plunkett Taaffe, allowed police to UNLAWFULLY
state that they arrested the same Granny at Supervalu for NOT wearing a mask against
public health regulations.

This police employee, again breaking Section 296 of 31A. which instructs Granny to NOT
wear a mask if stressed, and HSE C848 NO proof masks work and C849 proof masks are
dangerous, and police confirm giving medical direction; only GP can give medical advice, not
police.

Same police obtained Judge James McNulty to further vested interests of '', court Service, to
obtain profits from taxpayer and fraud fines, by agreeing to the further removal of Granny's
rights.



Judge McNulty was aware when he accepted a false affidavit from InspectOr David
Callaghan, who stated Granny was on bail from a previous offense, that this was NOT true.

The judge would be aware that the previous case referred to as NULL and VOID, including
ANY decision of bail because Rule 5 of QTC1 was broken when Granny was jailed for
complying with Section 296 and smiling.

Due to NEGLIGENCE under the 1990 Act by former Chief Justice, Judge McNulty has
CONTINUED the Precedent set down by Judge Roberts, to break Rule 6, which allows the
public to NOT comply with UNLAWFUL Garda order.

In writing to illustrate the UNLAWFUL precedents set down by Bandon District Court and
former Chief Justice, for VESTED interests of fraud fines by Judges with NO jurisdiction,
these crimes MUST CEASE.

YOU understand that measures are required to call judges and former Chief Justice to
account for contempt of Judicial Oath, bringing the court to a point where it is seen as
interested in profit, not justice.

I remind you, as with former Chief Justice, that offenses under the Criminal Justice Act,
1990, neglect of duty, carry Life imprisonment. The new People's Party WILL INSIST on the
1990 Act. The Attorney General confirmed 31A is Advice, NOT Law.

Yours sincerely


